The Language Acquisition Resource Center

- Located on the San Diego State University campus
- One of Fifteen Title VI Language Resource Centers
- Develop & support the teaching & learning of foreign languages in the United States
- Research, technology, and publications
- Less commonly taught languages
- Cross-cultural issues
- Language skills assessment
- Teacher training

larc.sdsu.edu
Where do language teachers learn…. 

- New web 2.0 tools for the language classroom?
- Which tools are best for different learning objectives?
- How to integrate web 2.0 tools into a class effectively?
- How to make sure students’ privacy is protected?
- What the latest research says about web 2.0 tools in the language classroom?
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Dispersed Locations

Twitter
#langchat, #eltchat, #edchat

Conferences
CALICO, ACTFL, IALLT

Workshops
LRCs, Conferences

Blogs

Listserves
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Language Teachers

Researchers
Let’s Take a Sneak Peek
The Social Media & Language Learning Research Portal

About the SMaLL portal
SMaLL is the intersection of social media and web technology researchers and practitioners for the world language classroom. Share and review resources, tools, activities, and research projects in order to increase professional development and collaboration in this vital area.

Popular Resources
Persian Language
Facebook Page
Persian Language - This facebook page is a contribution for learning the Persian language. Persian (local names: Persian: فارسی [farsî] (Farsi) or Persian: پارسی [parsî] (Parsi); see Nomenclature), is an Iranian language within the Indo-Iranian branch... read more
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Latest Resources
TransparentFrench Channel
YouTube Channel
TransparentFrench - This channel shows a compilation of videos in French language and is suited for beginners to advanced students alike. Topics include French culture, grammar, vocabulary and miscellaneous material... read more
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Languages
- Show all
  - Arabic (2)
  - Chinese (1)
  - English (4)
  - French (4)
  - German (1)
  - Japanese (2)
  - Persian (1)
  - Spanish (4)
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- Edit profile
- Log out
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Resource Page

TransparentFrench Channel

10 May 2011 - Evan

YouTube Channel
TransparentFrench

This channel shows a compilation of videos in French language and is suited for beginners to advanced students alike. Topics include French culture, grammar, vocabulary and miscellaneous material...

Link: http://www.youtube.com/user/TransparentFrench
Author: TransparentFrench
Copyright information: 2010 Transparent Language
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Great authentic language media resource
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I like this page, it’s very well done.
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